Knowledge-Based Terminologies Defining Nursing

FOR MORE INFORMATION: Download the NNN FACT SHEET at www.nanda.org/nanda-i-nic-noc.html

INTERNATIONAL SCOPE

AVAILABLE LANGUAGE TRANSLATIONS
10 NNN Translations
6 Additional NANDA-I Translations
2 Additional NIC Translations
1 Additional NOC Translation

RESEARCH
PUBLISHED ARTICLES*

- NNN Combined
- All Other Combined

225
62

KNOWLEDGE DEPTH
COMPREHENSIVE TERMINOLOGIES TAILORED TO NURSING

- NANDA-I
235 Diagnoses
- NIC
554 Interventions
- NOC
490 Outcomes

SPECIALTIES
USED IN A VARIETY OF SPECIALTY AREAS

Ambulatory Care
Intensive Care
Neonatal / Pediatrics
Perioperative
Public Health
Case Management
Medical - Surgical
Obstetrical / Women’s Health
Psychiatric
School

SETTINGS
USED IN A VARIETY OF HEALTH CARE SETTINGS

- Acute
- Ambulatory
- Long Term
- Public Health
- Home Health / Hospice

INTERNATIONAL SCOPE